This is a provisional list of titles transferring to the NLA licence on 1st October 2013, as at June 17th 2013.

NLA will update and revise the title list as magazine publishers complete the legal formalities and confirm the current publication names.

We expect the list to be finalised by August 1st, but please check the status and names then and before the October 1st live date.

25 BEAUTIFUL GARDENS Logistics Manager (Incorporating Supply Chain Standard)
25 BEAUTIFUL HOMES LONDON ACCOUNTANT
25 BEAUTIFUL KITCHENS LONELY PLANET MAGAZINE
3D WORLD LOVE
4 x 4 LUCKY SEVEN CROSSWORD COLLECTION
5 TO 7 EDUCATOR LUCKY SEVEN'S WORDSEARCH
ABC & D. ARCHITECT ENGINEER CONTRACTOR AND DEVELOPER MBC report
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIAN MACFORMAT
ADHESIVE TECHNOLOGY MACFORMAT WITH CD-ROM
ADVANCED MATERIALS JOURNAL MARCHEM
AEROSPACE ELECTRONICS MARCHEM
AIR GUN REVIEW MARIE CLAIRE
AIRLINE BUSINESS MARINE ELECTRONICS REVIEW
ALL ABOUT ANIMALS MARINE SCIENTIST, THE
ALL ABOUT SPAH MEDIA FORUM
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY METAL HAMMER
AMATEUR GARDENING METALLURGIA
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER METALLURGIA & METAL FORMING
ANGEL MAGAZINE METALS INDUSTRY NEWS
ARTECA, ARTECA MANAGEMENT YEARBOOK METALS INDUSTRY NEWS
ASCEND CLASSICS METALWORKING PRODUCTION
BBR MARKETING MAGAZINE MINERAL PLANNING
BANZAI MINING JOURNAL
BARBIE MINING MAGAZINE
BBC COUNTRYFILE MINING, PEOPLE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
BBC EASY GARDENING MIX MAG
BBC GARDENERS' WORLD MIX
BBC GOOD FOOD MINES MAGAZINE
BBC KNOWLEDGE MIZZ
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE MO
BBC SKY AT NIGHT MOBILE
BBC TOP GEAR MAGAZINE MOBILE CHOICE
BBC Who do you think you are? magazine MOBILE NEWS
BBC WILDLIFE MODEL RAIL
BEAUTIFUL HOMES MODELED CLASSICS RETRO CARS
BEER MOJO
BEERS OF THE WORLD MAGAZINE MOBILE MAKES
Berkshire & Chilterns life MONEY FACTS
Berkshire Life and Buckinghamshire Life Money Marketing
Best SMALL ADVERTISER Mortgage Strategy
BEST BETTER DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY MOTOR BOAT & YACHTING
BIG ISSUE IN SCOTLAND MOTOR CYCLE MAGAZINE
BIG ISSUE, MOTOR CYCLE NEWS MOTOR CYCLE SPORT & LEISURE
Bike MOTORCYCLE MONTHLY
BIKE WATCHING MOUNTAIN BIKE RIDER
BLINDS MOUNTAIN BRING UK
BLISS MOVE OR IMPROVE?
BLONDE HAIR MSA
BMX CAR
BOARDSPORT SOURCE MSA
BOAT THE BUILDER MAGAZINE MSA
BODY SHOP MAGAZINE MUCIPAL JOURNAL
BOXING NEWS MUSIC TEACHER
BFI MUNICIPAL JOURNAL
BPI MSC TEACHER
BPI NEWS MULCH
BRIDE & GROOM NAH
BRIDE Magazines NATIONAL HEALTH EXECUTIVE
BRIDES NEW MEDIA AGE
BRIDES & SETTING UP HOME NEW SCIENTIST
BRIDGE DESIGN & ENGINEERING NEWSCIENTIST
BRITISH BAKER NEWSCIENTIST